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Make the wind your friend
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1. The origin of the Philéole concept
Philéole arose from the desire to use the force of the wind with bio-based and
ecological means.
The wind is everywhere around us, in all types of environment, with different forces,
more or less stable or turbulent.
In 2014, after several months of development, studies, models and prototypes, wind
tunnel tests, the concept of the Philéole mini wind turbine emerged.
Initially, Philéole focused on the production of the mini nautical wind turbine, ready to
serve sailors.
A few months later, Philéole decides to expand the possibilities of using its mini wind
turbine, ready to collect energy on the roofs of houses and tiny houses in the country,
city buildings, or any other place where the wind is felt.
Every day, the Philéole team seeks to improve the performance and design of its
vertical wind turbine to offer a unique and successful product.

Origin of the name Philéole
φίλος, phílos "friend, person
who loves".
Αἴολος, Aíolos, “the master and
steward of the winds, Aeolus”.
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Philéole’s main goals
The goals that Philéole seeks to achieve are energy independence, while using the elements of nature,
regardless of the situation of the wind turbine and the energy need.
By offering a unique product, Philéole wishes to take advantage of the elements of nature
for independence in the production and consumption of energy. To push the ecological
side further, Philéole decides to produce its mini wind turbine out of corn starch and
aluminium; two elements that are either biodegradable or recyclable.
Most wind turbines available on the market pick up winds that blow at high altitude and
require extensive earthworks. Today, Philéole focuses on the energies developed by airs
of small force, turbulences and currents.
Philéole wishes to use this energy and make it available to sites located outside the
distribution networks.
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The eolian project
Philéole presents a successful product: a bio-sourced
wind turbine for independent and renewable energy
production, urban and domestic, respectful of nature.

Produced and designed in Europe, the Philéole wind

turbine is a new, modern, ecological product with an
aesthetic design.

The mini wind turbine
Philéole
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The development project
1. Industrialization

4. Assembly

Manufacture of an industrial
mold in Portugal or Belgium for
the production of the wind
turbine

Assembly and packaging of
wind turbines in Belgium

2. Production
Production of the wind
turbines in Belgium via 3D
printer

3. Third-party Pieces
Purchase of pieces in Germany
(bearing, transformer, etc.)

5. Distribution and sale
Development of a network of
distributors and sales to
manufacturers & owners of
sailboats, owners of houses &
construction professionals
6. Installation
Installation by electricians
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2. Wind turbine
description
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✔ Wind turbine developed by a Belgian inventor & produced in Europe
✔ Bio-sourced & recyclable
✔ Used material : Side frame and protection grid in anodised aluminium &
corn starch blades
✔ Prototype already manufactured and demonstrated under normal
conditions
✔ Patent filed at European level and valid for 20 years until 2035
✔ Maximum electricity production of 100 to 300 watt
✔ Size: Height 98 cm - Width 38 cm
✔ Weight of 12 Kg
✔ Three-phase Alternator : 24 Vac permanent magnets, brushless, rectifier
included in regulation
✔ Use of an individual propeller on a boat mast or in a block of three
propellers for houses and buildings (or in series of three)
✔ Technical development (R&D), production quality control and assembly
provided by an engineer who is part of the project and who will be
employed by Philéole SA, turbine tested in a wind tunnel
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3. Wind turbine advantages

Quiet:
Of the Savonius type, the three-bladed Philéole wind
turbine has a vertical axis; the peripheral speed at the
end of the blade does not exceed that of the wind,
which prevents any whistling.

Without vibration:
The choice of using three blades instead of two and
their helical design allowed, after tunnel testing, to
avoid vibrations.

Safe :
The low speed at the end of the blade and the
reduced inertia of the propeller (weight 4 kg) avoids
any danger for the user as well as for birds.
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Lightweight and efficient:
The very particular design of the blades and air outlet
vents, PATENT protected, makes the Philéole
propeller light and efficient.
Its low weight results in low tipping torque, even on
an elevated position on top of a building.

Reliable and space-saving:
Its vertical axis makes electricity production more
regular because it is independent of the direction of
the wind and vortexes; its small dimensions allow
mounting on top of rooftops.

Strong and resistant:
The one-piece construction propeller is made of
recyclable PLA (corn starch). Its design is thick and
rigid in the center, more flexible towards the
periphery. It reduces centrifugal forces to better cope
with turbulent winds.
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Efficiency
Let’s suppose you install 10 vertical wind turbines (dimensions
140 cm * 45 cm) on the roof of a building, then:
10 * 500 Watts * 3000 hours = 15,000 kW / year
These numbers are calculated from an on-site wind study and
extrapolation of the number of hours of wind per year (on
average 3000 hours of wind per year in Europe).
The lifespan of the Philéole wind turbine is conditioned by
that of its ball bearings, sized for a lifespan of approximately
15 years.
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A mini wind turbine that captures the air at light speed and turbulence.
1 This diagram shows the air circulation in the blades of the Philéole mini wind turbine.
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4. The potential markets
An alternative solution in a market without limits.

Philéole Sailing
Sailors, owners and
builders of sailing boats

Philéole Housing
Owners of houses &
buildings exposed to the
wind and / or not easily
connected to the electrical
networks

Philéole Institutional
Other possible markets
such as along highways to
catch the wind created by
passing cars
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The building market, the most obviously and rapidly promising market.
A mini wind turbine using natural elements for energy independence.
An alternative solution to photovoltaic panels and horizontal and / or non-bio-sourced wind turbines
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Philéole Housing
Philéole created the wind turbine called “Tramontana”,
specially designed for houses and buildings.
Permanent renewable energy, without noise.

For private homes located in windy places.
Residential houses associated with a
photovoltaic installation.
Isolated houses without access to electricity.
The caravan / Tiny House.
Buildings in towns with roof installation.
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Philéole Sailing
Philéole has created the wind
turbine called “Grain Blanc”,
specially designed for sailboats.
Permanent renewable energy, at
sea as at berth without noise.

Energy always fully captured,
whatever the wind direction.
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VAGABOND
r e s e n t a t expedition
i o n
The
7thP Continent
placed two Philéole wind turbines on its mast.

The mission of the 7th Continent Expedition is to explore and study the presence of
plastic, floating objects and particles in the oceans
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Philéole
Institutional
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Distribution and marketing of Philéole Institutional

On highways,

thanks to the wind created by road traffic
Urban (idem)
Pylons
Traffic signs (in addition to solar panels)
Contact with politicians - highways and cities

Contact with GSM operators - pylons
Other ideas and potential markets

5. L’équipe Philéole
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Jean-Luc BODART
CEO Philéole

Previous experience in the financial market, marketing and client relations in the financial industry. Entrepreneur, keen on new
challenges, able to build a solid network of knowledge and endowed with skills in customer relations, sales and marketing.

Philippe DEJAEGERE
Inventeur R&D Philéole

Civil engineer, having participated in numerous innovation projects. Creator of large Belrobotics robotic mowers. Concerned about the
environment, he is the designer of this new wind turbine.

Maurine DIERCXSENS

Communication Manager Philéole

University graduate, trilingual. Competent in communication and management, previous experience in a large Belgian construction
company. Anxious to evolve in a respectful world. Creative and passionate about art and human relations.

Directors & shareholders
Nicolas DE BELLEFROID
Jean-Louis GEYR
Yves DEBRY
Jean DE CRANE D’HEYSSELAER
Baudouin DELVAULX

Consultant
Thibaut FRANCOTTE
Graduated from Delft University of Technology, passionate and specialized in aeronautics
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6. Technical Sheets
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Technical
Sheet
Starshape
Wind Turbine
The Philéole star wind turbine:

Positioning possible in blocks of three.
Suitable for roofs of houses or buildings in cities
and countryside.
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Technical
Sheet
Triple Wind
Turbine
The Philéole triple wind turbine:

Positioning possible in series of three or more
according to energy needs and building
configuration.
Suitable for roofs of houses or buildings in cities and
countryside.
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Technical
Sheet
Multiple
Wind
Turbine
The Philéole wind turbine increased
tenfold when mounted in a straight line :

Positioning possible in series of three or more according
to energy needs and building configuration.
Suitable for roofs of houses or buildings in cities and
countryside.
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Technical
Sheet
Simple
Wind Turbine
The simple Philéole wind turbine:

Positioning on the mast of sailing boats (in carbon or
aluminum).
Can be associated with photovoltaic panels.
Suitable for sailboats, safe for sails thanks to its roll
bars.
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7. The Solar Impulse Label
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The Solar Impulse efficient solution label: a new approach to protect the environment!
After nearly a year of collaboration and information sharing, Philéole is proud to have
obtained the Solar Impulse corporate label for its mini wind turbine.
The Solar Impulse Efficient Solution Label is a certification that applies to products,
processes and services that combine economic profitability and environmental
sustainability.
The Solar Impulse Efficient Solution label is designed to highlight existing solutions that
are both clean and cost effective and have a positive impact on quality of life.
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Philéole Contact
www.phileole.com

« Make the wind your friend »

Philéole LinkedIn
Philéole Facebook

Jean-Luc Bodart
CEO

+ 32 475 24 66 70
Jlbodart@phileole.com
Hello@phileole.com
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